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Across

2. A proud parent would _____ her 

child

4. Even if they hurt your back with a 

strong hug, the hug was probably 

________

10. Bill Mays ____ Oxiclean

13. Those geometry teachers who 

count your correct answer wrong 

becdause you didn't put 'meters" at the 

end

14. You are ____ when your parents 

angrily ask questions, but answers only 

make them stronger

15. a bipolar person's or a drunk 

person's behavior

16. When you add in quite a bit of 

unnecessary and useless words to meet 

the minimum amount of words that is 

required for the specific assignement 

that you were assigned to do.

19. Procrastinating this crossword until 

11:51

20. Europe may be one continent, but 

the countries inside it are _______

21. A military officer

23. What do you to your peers do when 

you want to feel superior

24. A dog when their owners get home 

from work/school

25. When you tease someone,, your 

statement is usually _____

Down

1. Sloths, slugs, people in the morning

3. Trump's hair

5. The emo donkey that Pooh hangs 

out with

6. When you spill milk, then spill the 

milk jug while trying to reach for paper 

towels

7. Pearl harbor is remembered in it

8. the breeding behavior of rabbits

9. When you need to tell your friend 

their fantasy football draft pick was 

dumb and why

11. DJ's who play "The Cupid Shuffle" 

four times at dance

12. going up stairs and NOT falling

17. A Mormon missionary or Catholic 

priest

18. Those inside jokes all your friends 

understand except you

22. A writer who writes a lot of books 

(like, A LOT of books)


